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ABSTRACT 

Fast ion orbits for helical magnetic axis configurations in LHD 

(Large Helical Device) are analyzed and compared with the standard 

circular axis case. Boundaries between passing and helically trapped 

particle regions show clear differences: in the non-planar axis case the 

helically trapped region spreads, near the magnetic axis, over a much 

wider band across the 90° pitch angle value and shows a very marked 

asymmetry. The locally trapped particle region is also wider than in the 

standard case. The differences in the loss cone boundaries of the two 

cases are rather small, however, the effecls of re-entering criteria are 

very important in both cases. On the contrary, effects of finite coil size 

are not significant. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 

This study analyzes fast ion orbits in peculiar configurations of 

LHD (Large Helical Device) []] where the magnetic axis has a non-

circular, non-planar shape but is a spatially helical curve, and compares 

them with the standard case with almost complete circular axis. 

These helical axis configurations (HAC) have attracted special 

interest not only because of the theoretical possibility, not yet tested 

experimentally, to attain relatively high equilibrium (5 limits, but also 

mainly for the added complexity of the magnetic ripple structure that is 

expected to modify strongly any orbit-related properties: losses, electric 

fields, wall deposition patterns, etc. 

As will be shown later (in Chapter 2) LHD helical axis 

configurations present a medium degree of helicity, not reaching the 

levels of other devices (Wendelstein VII-X or TJ-II) but significant 

enough to expect some differences in orbit behaviors. As a natural 

extension of this work it is planned to use the same methods to analyze 

NBI particle orbits in the TJ-II device (now under construction) [2], 

where helicity is very high. 



2. CONFIGURATIONS ANALYZED. 

Three configurations have been analyzed whose electrical 
current settings and magnetic axis position relative to the coil center at 
(]) = 0° appear in Table I. 

The first one is the helical axis configuration (HAC) with 

filamentary coils, the main object of the present study. The second one, 

that provides for comparison, is Ihc standard filamentary-coil LHD 

configuration with circular magnetic axis configuration (CAC). 

Schematic top and lateral views of the coils appear at Fig. 1: the major 

radius is 3.9 in, while the coil minor radius is 0.99 m. The third 

configuration analyzed corresponds to the former HAC but simulating 

finite-sized 1=2 helical coils by means of 5 filaments for each one. The 

main resulting parameters appear in Tabic [I. 

As can be appraised from Table I. in the HAC case the two 

helical coils carry different electrical currents, in a ratio of I : 2. this coil 

current unbalance implies that the real periodicity of HAC is 5 instead 

of 10 as in the standard CAC. The horizontal and vertical magnetic 

axis excursions a and n , in units of the major radius value and defined 

as: 

g _ M a * V » { R a x i 3 } - M i n v » { R a x i s } 
2 x Average V 0 { R a x i J 



Vipl axis / 
~~ Average W . J R . 1. a V$l ax i s / 

are shown in the last two rows of Table 11. The CAC has an almost 

circular magnetic axis (excursions on the order of +5.1(H) while those 

of the HAC are around ±4%. These helicities are compared with the 

corresponding to other devices in Table HI, if shows that the HAC of 

LHD have a moderate helicily and are, as has been already stated, an 

intermediate case between the extreme cases like Wendelslein VII-X 

( around ±7%) and TJ-II ( ±15%). 

The magnetic surface cross-sections for filamentary HAC and 

CAC at four equally spaced toroidal angles are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The differences are very marked in shape as well as in size. The axis 

excursion limits the average plasma radius in the HAC (0.43 m, while 

0.56 in for the CACl. and the roughly elliptical trajectory of the 

magnetic axis can be seen clearly in the first one. 

Another important difference is the value of the magnetic ripple 

on axis (Tabic 11); very low (l(>-3) for CAC but significant ( 3.2%) for 

the HAC, which may give an important impact upon the orbit behavior. 
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3. METHOD OF CALCULATION. 

In this study the orbits of 10 keV protons have been calculated 

using a modification of the HSD vacuum field line code [3] under the 

Guiding Center approximation [4,5,6] and using real space coordinates, 

therefore no flux coordinates have been considered here. The starting 

points of the orbits are placed on either side along a horizontal line that 

intercepts the magnetic axis at a suitable toroidal angle where the 

helical coils are roughly in a vertical position (18°, one fourth of HAC 

period, see upper left plot in Figs. 2 and upper right in Fig. 3). From 

there the particles are launched with different pitch angles, and 

followed in small spatial steps until either they became lost or during 

around 6 characteristic drift times. 

As has been demonstrated in Heliotron-E experiment [7] the 

effects of "re-entering", that is the possibility for a particle lo leave the 

plasma border and come back to it later without hitting the wall, are 

very important. For this reason a careful attention has been given here 

to implement that possibility. 

The main loss criterion chosen in this study is an intermediate 

compromise between the two extreme possibilities, namely: "no re

entering", meaning that any particle leaving the plasma border is 

considered immediately lost, and "total re-entering", that is, particles 

are considered lost only when hit the wall. 
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The criterion adopted here, that we call "partial re-entering", is 

that a particle is considered lost either when it hits the wall or when the 

particle distance to the magnetic axis is greater than a given value, 

RGLIM, that is taken as the maximum distance from the last closed 

magnetic surface to the magnetic axis for any toroidal angle <(>. That is: 

RGLIM s Max ( Distance from last magnetic surface 
V<j> to Magnetic Axis | 

This compromise between both extremes seems less 
conservative and more realistic that the no reentering criterion and in 
the other hand tries to provide for effects like charge exchange events 
with the cold neutral background population that restrict the total 
reentering and are difficult to include in the present code. 

Nevertheless the three criteria have been taken in account for 

the loss cone calculations (cf. §6), the difficulty to take account of 

reentering effects in flux coordinates, that needs to deal with the region 

outside the last closed magnetic surface, a region where flux 

coordinates properly do not exist, induced us to remain on real space 

coordinates. 

As the main aim of this study relates to physical behavior, a 

simplified fictional "wall" , much more easy to handle than the complex 

internal helical shape of the real LHD vacuum vessel, has been 

considered. It consists of a simple circle centered at the coil center. 

The radius of this circle is 0.96 m, which corresponds to the average 

LHD finite coil minor radius. 
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Another prohlem thai arises in helical axis configurations is the 

fact that the movement ol' the magnetic asis posiii-n across the 

meridian plane when toroidal angle changes ill I'UII.XNS an 

approximately elliptical path) distorts the orhil sliape. that becomes 

rather confusing. Fur this reason i1 is coir.enieiit (o eliminate this 

magnetic axis "drag" in order to visualize correctly the panicle 

trajectory. This has been done here by referring the panicle 

coordinates to the local position of the magnetic axis for each toroidal 

angle $ (coordinates R' and Z1 in Fig. 4 ), this suppression of nignetic 

axis drag is schematically represented in Fig. 4 and corresponds lo the 

coordinate transformation ( R, Z ) -> | R', Z'} the tirsl couple being 

the cylindrical coordinates of the particle, the second one those referred 

to the local (for any fixed toroidal angle) magnetic axis position. 

Finally, neither collisions nor electric field effects have been 

taken in account in these calculations, leaving the possibility of inclusion 

to future studies. 
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4. ORBITS. 

Typical examples of the different kind of orbits arc shown in Figs. 

5 to 8. the regions of configuration space where each orbit type belongs 

are discussed in § 5. 

The first one, Fig. 5, corresponds to a typical passing orbit, the 

starting point is placed at x I a = +1.20, where A is the distance to the 

magnetic axis and a the average plasma radius, initial pitch angle is 

60°. In the figure the upper left plot represents a view of the trajectory 

from the top of (he torus, the polar angle is the toroidal one, 4>, the 

distance to the plot center the major radius. As is evident from the plot 

the particle turns around the torus continuously without never reversing 

velocity (55 turns on the plot) and without escaping. 

The upper right plot of the same Figure is a "poloidal" view, that 

is, a projection upon the cross section of the torus. The coordinates are 

referred to the magnetic axis, the polar angle, in this case, is the 

poloidal one, 6, and the distance to the plot center the distance to 

magnetic axis. Obviously the particle moves spirally around the 

magnetic axis, circling it completely without any velocity reversal. 

In both plots magnetic axis "drag" has been suppressed, as 

explained in § 3. 

The lower left plot is a Poincard diagram of the orbit, it is a 

"poloidal" view that represents, as circles, the consecutive points of 
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intersection between the trajectory and the <|> = 18° plane (the starting 
point plane). As comparison, the magnetic surface cross section 
corresponding to the starting point is also plotted as dots. As can be 
seen the separation between orbit and magnetic surface is very slight in 
this case, at most 3 cm (less than 1 % of the major radius), this is a fact 
common to all passing confined orbits analyzed. 

The lower right plot is a similar Poincare' diagram for toroidal 

angle 54° (half a HAC period farther). 

A typical helically trapped particle trajectory is shown in the 

next Fig. 6, with the same conventions that the previous one. This time 

the starting point is placed at x I a = +1.20 , the same as before, but 

initial pitch angle is exactly 90°. In this case the particle spans only a 

limited arc in the toroidal direction (about 126°) reversing velocity at 

the extreme turning points, bouncing constantly between them (about 

26 bouncings shown in the plot), it spans also a limited arc in poloidal 

angle (around 84°) bouncing up and down incessantly. 

The corresponding Poincar6 plots show the consecutive passings 

of the particle shifting to the inside of the initial magnetic surface and 

coming back to it periodically. In these cases orbit excursions are 

greater than for passing particles but remain yet on the order of a few 

cm. 

Fig. 7, shows a locally trapped particle (starting point x I a = +0.2, 
initial pitch angle 90°), the particle remains trapped inside the local 
magnetic mirrors of two neighbor helical coil stretches (toroidal angle 
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span around 64°, 12 bouncings) and probably drifting extremely slowly 
to the inside of the torus. 

Finally Fig. 8 shows the trajectory of a passing particle ( starting 

point at .v / a = +1.30, initial pitch angle = 60°) that should be lost under 

the "partial reentering" criterion but not when the "total reentering" one 

is used. It can be seen very clear how the orbit "sticks" to a peripheral 

magnetic island. 

Qualitative behavior of orbits is entirely similar for the other two 

configurations. 



S. TRAPPED PARTICLE REGIONS. 

The location of the different trapping regimes: passing, helically 

and locally trapped particles in configuration space is represented at 

Figs. 9 and 10. On both diagrams the horizontal coordinate ( x I a ) 

corresponds to the starting position of the particle with respect to the 

magnetic axis in units of average plasma radius. The vertical 

coordinate is the initial pitch angle in degrees. 

Fig. 9 is the diagram for the HAC while Fig. 10 corresponds to 

the CAC, the standard circular case. As expected, in both cases 

trapped particle regions cluster around the 90° pitch angle value 

(central horizontal line) but the differences between both cases are 

striking. 

HAC shows a much wider angular spread in the proximities of 

the magnetic axis, while in the CAC case this region becomes 

extremely narrow spreading only across a small band (less than 2° at 

the axis). The obvious reason is the significant difference in magnetic 

ripple on this region between both configurations ( cf. §2, Table II), the 

helical axis excursion give rise to a supplementary magnetic ripple that 

is almost absent in the circular case, originating more trapping 

opportunities. This difference smears out for greater average radius and 

turns, once more, to be significant on the outer part of CAC in reason 

of the greater size of plasma in this configuration (cf. I s t row in Table 

II), reversing the trend. 
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For the same reasons the locally trapped particle region, that in 

both cases is concentrated along a very narrow band across pitch 

angle equal 90° near the magnetic axis, is relatively wider in the HAC 

case and extends not only to the inside of the torus, like in CAC, but 

also, partially, to the outside, although it remains small. 

Another important fact of the HAC is the existence of very clear 

asymmetry around pitch angle 90°, which comes directly from the 

difference in electrical currents between the two 1=2 helical coils that is 

absent in the CAC case (cf. Table I). 
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6. LOSS CONE DIAGRAM. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the loss cone structure in configuration 

space ( initial position and pitch angle) for both HAC and CAC cases. 

These plots have the same coordinate system that those of Figs. 9 and 

10. The differences between both configurations are visible but not 

very important, the characteristic indentations towards the plasma 

interior that appear usually at the boundary between passing and 

helically trapped particle regions are visible, but located at different 

positions because plasma radius is greater for CAC, and in both cases 

are not very pronounced. 

On the other hand the influence of the different reentering criteria 

is extremely clear in both cases reflecting the same facts as in 

Heliotron-E experiment [7] and stressing the importance of a good 

modeling of the peripheral region: magnetic structure, neutral 

background and real shape of limiters and vacuum vessel, difficult 

points that may eliminate the advantages of a calculation in magnetic 

flux coordinates where these loss criteria are difficult to handle. 
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7. FINITE-SIZED COIL EFFECTS. 

In order to observe the influence of finite size coils, the third 

configuration analyzed is identical to the previous HAC bur each one 

of the two helical coils have been modeled with 5 filaments. The coil 

structure appears schematically, as top and lateral view, in Fig. 13 (that 

must be compared with Fig. 1 ), and the magnetic surface cross 

sections at Fig. 14. As can be seen there is no qualitative difference 

between both cases (see also Fig. 2 and Table II). 

This lack of significant differences implies that the orbits are also 

qualitatively similar. Fig. 15 compares the boundaries between the 

different trapped regions for both cases, the finite coil case is 

represented by triangles ( helically trapped/passing boundary) and 

small circles (locally trapped), while the filamentary HAC case is 

represented by continuous lines. Only near the plasma border, where 

the finiteness of the coils modifies the magnetic field structure, the 

differences are sensible. 

This difference is also small for the loss cone structure in 

configuration space, as shows Fig. 16 , where continuous lines 

correspond, this time, to the finite coil case and dashed ones to the 

filamentary one. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion: strong differences appear between Helical Axis 

Configuration (HAC) and the standard circular one (CAC) 

HAC shows wider spreading of the helically trapped region 

around the 90° pitch angle value. 

The concentration of locally trapped particles around a 

narrow region across 90° and near the magnetic axis, 

preferentially on the inner side, is less pronounced for the 

HAC where those particles spread around a wider and 

longer band. 

Both effects are to be related to the different magnetic 

ripple structure, the helical axis excursion giving rise to 

more trapping opportunities in the HAC case. 

There exist a very marked asymmetry around 90° for 
HAC. 

The effect of re-entering upon the loss cone structure are 
very pronounced in both cases. 

And, finally, there appears only a small influence of finite 

coil effects. 
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Intended future extensions of this study will apply these 
calculations to a more pronounced helical configuration, like the 
corresponding to TJ-II device, for its NBI analysis and will compare 
the results of real space and flux coordinate codes for both devices. 
Inclusion of collisions and electric field effects is also planned. 
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CAPTIONS. 

Fig. 1. Schematic top and lateral view of LHD coils (single 
filament). 

Fig. 2. Magnetic surface cross sections for 4 toroidal angles 
corresponding to the helical axis configuration with 
filamentary coils. 

Fig. 3. Ibid, for the circular axis case (filamentary coils). 

Fig. 4. Coordinate transformation for magnetic axis "drag" 
elimination. 

Fig. 5. A typical passing particle orbit example for the 
filamentary helical axis configuration. Magnetic 
axis "drag" has been adopted. 
(Starting point x I a = +1.20, Pitch angle = 60°) 

Upper left figure corresponds to a tow view of the 
orbit. Distance to the plot center is major radius and 
the polar angle is the toroidal one <|>. 

Upper right figure corresponds to a "poloidal" view 
of the orbit referred to the local position of magnetic 
axis, distance to the plot center is the distance to the 
magnetic axis and the polar angle is the poloidal one. 

Lower left figure corresponds to a Poincare plot of 
the orbit showing the successive crossings at toroidal 
angle =18°, the launching plane, and the starting 
point magnetic surface cross section. 

Lower right figure is like the previous one but for 
a toroidal angle = 54° (half a HAC period further). 

Fig. 6. As Fig. 5, but for a helically trapped particle. 
(Starting point x I a = +1.20, Pitch angle = 90°) 

Fig. 7. As Fig. 5, but for a locally trapped particle. 
( Starting point x I a = +0.20, Pitch angle = 90°) 
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Fig. 8. As Fig. 5, but lor a passing particle, that should be 
lost under the "partial" reentering criterion, but not 
under the "total" reentering one, showing the 
neighborhood of a peripheral magnetic island. 
( Starting point x I a = +1.30. Pilch angle = 60°). 

Fig. 9. Boundaries between different trapped regimes for 
the helical axis configuration. Horizontal coordinate 
(xla ) is the distance from the starling point to the 
magnetic axis, in units of the average plasma radius. 
Vertical coordinate is initial pitch angle in degrees. 
Black squares correspond to the loss cone 
(cf. Fig. 11). 

Fig. 10. As Fig. 9 but for the circular axis configuration. 

Fig. 11. Loss cone diagram for the filamentary helical axis 
configuration showing the strong effect of the 
different reentering criteria. 
Same coordinates as in Fig. 9. Black circles 
correspond to the boundary between passing 
and helically trapped particles. 

Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11. but for the filamentary circular axis 
case. 

Fig. 13. Schematic top and lateral view of LHD coils for 
the multiple filament helical coils (5 filaments) that 
simulates finite coil effects. 

Fig. 14. Magnetic surface cross sections for 4 toroidal angles 
corresponding to the helical axis configuration with 
finite coils 

Fig. 15. Comparison between the boundaries of the different 
trapped regimes for the helical axis configuration in 
the filamentary (continuous lines) and finite coil 
cases (triangles and circles). The black squares 
correspond to the loss cone for the filamentary case. 
Same coordinates as in Fig. 9. 

Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 15 but showing the small differences 
in the loss cone diagram between the finite 
(continuous lines) and filamentary coil cases 
(dashed lines). 
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Table I 

Current Settings for Analyzed Configurations 

Currents 
(MA) 

Helical Coil 1 

Helical Coil 2 

Poloidal Coil I 

Poloidal Coil 2 

Poloidal Coil 3 

Magnelic Axis 

Shift 

(m) 

Circular Axis 
Configuration 

7.8 

7.8 

-3.86 

-2.16 

+3.73 

-0.10 

Helical Axis 

Configuration 

(filamentary) 

3.9 

7.8 

-3.22 

-1.24 

+2.72 

-0.15 

Helical Axis 
Configuration 

(finite coils) 

3.9 

7.8 

-3.13 

-1.23 

+2.56 

-0.15 



Table II 
Main Parameters for Analyzed Configurations 

Circular Axis Helical Axis Helical Axis 
Parameter Configuration Configuration Configuration 

(filamentary) (finite coils) 
Average Radius 

a (m) 0.56 0.43 0.44 
iota on Axis 

t(0) 0.46 0.59 0.47 
iota at Edge 

t(a) 1.17 0.96 0.80 
Magnetic Well 

Depth (%) 17.2 16.3 15.0 
Average 

Magnetic Field 4.1 3.2 3.2 
on Axis (T) 
Field Ripple 

on Axis 0.1 3.7 2.9 
(%) 

Field Ripple 
at r = 0.43 m 25.0 26.8 25.5 

(%) 
Horizontal 

Magnetic Axis +0.05 ±4.0 +3.8 
Excursion 

a(%) 
Vertical 

Magnetic Axis +0.05 +4.4 +4.2 
Excursion 

it (%) 1 



Table III 

Degree of Non-Circularity (a) / Non-Planarity (it) 
for Several Helical Axis Configurations: 

Configuration Non-Circularity 
(a) 

± 5. 10-4 

Non-Planarity 
(K) 

LHD 
(Circular Axis) 

Non-Circularity 
(a) 

± 5. 10-4 ± 5. 10-4 

LHD 
(Helical Axis) 

TJ-I Up. 

+ 4.0 % 

± 4.2 % 

± 4.4 % 

± 4.2 % 

W7-X 

TJ-II 

± 7.5 % 

± 15% 

± 5 % 

±15% 
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Magnetic Axis "drag" elimination 
in Helical Axis Configurations 
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